FIRST TO LEAD
CHAIRMAN’S LETTER

W

hen sitting down to write a Chairman’s Letter to summarize the past year of any organization, I imagine
most anyone would search for a cliché of some sort that would perfectly tie up all of the activities, wins,
losses, and changes into one common theme. One that crossed my mind as I thought about all of the
innovative efforts of NETWORKS Sullivan Partnership and our many supporting organizations was, “It’s not about the
destination; it’s about the journey.”
That sounded pretty good to me, but in economic development, we live in a results-oriented world and the destination never leaves our focus. So instead, when I considered our leadership role in Northeast Tennessee and our new
branding campaign of “Where Tennessee Begins Its Business Day,” try as I might, I could not think of a single statement that any of the great philosophers, political leaders, war heroes, or titans of industry has ever said that sums up
2014 better than fictional NASCAR legend Ricky Bobby: “If you ain’t first, you’re last.”
Grammar and literal interpretation aside, there is some merit to that philosophy. Economic developers are a competitive bunch and finishing second really means that you did just as much work as the winning community, but
have little to show for it. Our economic development team – including staff, board members, elected officials, and community partners – wants nothing but the very best for our county and region. And I think
this year they showed that in so many ways.
By partnering with the Tennessee Economic Partnership and hosting the Red Carpet Tour
that culminated with the Irwin Tools Night Race at Bristol Motor Speedway, we not only
showcased our many business attributes to some of the nation’s top site location
firms, we made the statement that Sullivan County is a serious, committed player in economic development. The event also brought together all of our stakeholders, including half a dozen senior staff members of the Tennessee
Department of Economic and Community Development (TNECD), in a meaningful way to put on a first-class event.
We also strengthened our relationships with the state’s ECD folks and other
groups across the state, including TVA’s economic development team, at the
Governor’s Conference for Economic Development in November. Not only were
two of our team members on panels – Jeff McCord representing the Regional
Center for Advanced Manufacturing and Clay Walker discussing our branding
efforts – we also hosted more than a dozen TNECD staff members for a dinner the
evening before the conference started.
It’s this relationship building that has raised our profile over the past year. We’ve
had some recruiting successes, retention and expansion wins, and certainly
grabbed some headlines and recognition through some of our new programs.
And yes, we’ve come in second a time or two. But whether it be getting to know
national site location consultants during a race weekend, talking shop with our
key lead providers over dinner, or learning of hot button issues on the minds of
our major employers at a FIRST meeting, our staff, Board Members, and other
stakeholders have seen these relationships strengthen tremendously.
It is this work – these relationships – that will be the key driver to our economic success for years to come. It is the kind of work that our founding partners and
investors – Bluff City, Bristol, Kingsport, and Sullivan County – rightfully expect. We
like to think of ourselves as leaders in our region’s economic development efforts.
It’s a lead we want to and will maintain. Because, like Ricky Bobby, we’re satisfied with nothing less.
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MITCH WALTERS CHAIRMAN

FIRST TO BRAND

RECRUITMENT AND MARKETING

I

n February NETWORKS Sullivan Partnerships unveiled a new branding campaign with a message highlighting the
county’s history of innovative economic and community development efforts – many of which have inspired
similar programs across the Volunteer State. This message
was delivered with a simple, yet powerful tagline: Sullivan
County – Where Tennessee Begins Its Business Day!
The message is supported by examples of the unique legacy of
programs and assets that have helped shape not only the
region’s growth, but have spread across Tennessee:
• First county to certify multiple sites under the state’s Select
Tennessee certification program with three, including the first
with airport runway accessibility
• First and only county to be designated as a “Certified
Connected Community” by Connected Nation and
Connected Tennessee
• City of Bristol and Bristol Tennessee Essential Services (BTES)
TNECD Commissioner Bill Hagerty, Clay Walker, TNECD’s Allen Borden and Iliff McMahan
providing gigabit service
• First county to provide two years of free college tuition through
Educate and Grow, now a statewide program through Tennessee Promise
• Home to the best education and workforce development programs, highlighted by
the Regional Center for Advanced Manufacturing (RCAM)
• First Foreign Trade Zone grantee (FTZ 204) to utilize the Alternative Site
Framework program
“Your brand is not what you say about yourself, but what other people think and
say about you,” said NETWORKS CEO Clay Walker. “You can’t claim to be ‘where
Tennessee begins its business day’ and not support that statement. Furthermore,
you have to deliver, as simply and plainly as possible, why that is important. We
have a value system that speaks to corporations.”
NETWORKS spread the word through many vehicles: outbound marketing trips,
print advertisements, social media, story placement in national site selection publications, and working with lead-providing partners, especially the Tennessee
Department of Economic and Community Development.
“Our ‘recruit the recruiters’ strategy is vital,” chairman Mitch Walters said. “Some
communities spend more time and energy complaining that the state never brings
them projects than they spend giving the state reasons to bring them projects. It is
incumbent upon us to keep our product in the forefront of the minds of our state’s
project managers.”
NETWORKS staff members and community partners spent a great deal of time in
Nashville strengthening their relationships with members of the ECD staff, other
state offices, and elected officials. NETWORKS also hosted ECD staff members to a
dinner with county leaders the evening before the Governor’s Conference for
Economic Development. Sullivan County was well represented at the conference
including panel participation by NESCC’s Jeff McCord representing the RCAM on
the topic of public-private partnerships and Walker discussing community branding.
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“In order for Tennessee to remain globally competitive and known the world over as one of the best places to do
business, it takes combined efforts of all our communities across the state,” Commissioner Bill Hagerty said. “I
applaud NETWORKS Sullivan Partnership for creating a cutting edge brand and marketing campaign for their community in line with our statewide message that is already paying off for East Tennessee.”
Other marketing activities included hosting key site location consultants for a Red Carpet Tour (see related story),
gaining exposure on the region’s appeal to aeronautics companies in Business Xpansion Journal magazine, an
increase in internet based marketing, targeted advertisements in site selection publications, and attending consultant consortiums as well as making visits to the offices of top consulting firms.
“As a native of Kingsport, I am continually impressed with how NETWORKS represents Sullivan County and the state
of Tennessee,” said Justin Lane, Marketing Director for TNECD. “To say that Clay and his team understand how to
navigate the world of economic development is an understatement. By investing in multiple certified site locations
and aligning their marketing efforts closely with our department, NETWORKS has positioned Sullivan County as an
attractive location for site selectors and c-suite decision makers alike. The end result is a winning strategy that makes
Sullivan County a powerful competitor for any corporate expansion project.”

TARGET MARKETING

NETWORKS also entered into an agreement with Next Move Group, LLC to design and build a new website and provide an objective study of the organization’s targeted industry sectors. As NETWORKS continues to build upon its brand,
the site will play a crucial role in relaying its message and making buildings and sites, workforce demographics, infrastructure inventory, education and training programs, and other key information more accessible.
Among the targeted sectors receiving a great deal of attention was aeronautics. NETWORKS
continued to strengthen its partnership with Tri-Cities Regional Airport and existing industries
within the aviation cluster. NETWORKS also accompanied airport staff to the NBAA 2014
Business Aviation Convention & Exhibition in October. Other industry targets include:
distribution and logistics, advanced/automotive manufacturing, chemical, and
agriculture and food processing operations.

NEW BUSINESS

Of course, the primary point of this activity is to attract investment and job creation from the corporate world. This year, several companies invested and reinvested in Sullivan County with expansions of existing industries and new companies making their way to our community.

HERITAGE GLASS

Local businessmen Eric Kerney and Chris
Cording announced their plans to re-open the
former ACG Glass facility in Kingsport in May.
The company’s total investment will be $15.8
million. By July, workers were in the newly
formed Heritage Glass Company, working on
clean-up and building improvements. The
company will employ 230 people once fully
operational.
“Heritage Glass appreciates the encouragement and support the state of Tennessee, the
city of Kingsport, and NETWORKS Sullivan
Partnership are providing for this project,”
Kerney said. “The business-friendly approach
of Tennessee makes us proud to establish
operations here.”
The project was made possible through a
(Continued from page 9)
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Eric Kerney and Chris Cording

Economic development is largely about differentiating advantages – that is, what separates a community from the pack. When it comes to finding an incentive to attract
key site location consulting firms to spend a couple of days learning of a community’s
differentiating advantages, Sullivan County’s economic development team is fortunate to have a great partner in Bristol Motor Speedway. NETWORKS and its community partners hosted representatives from nine of the nation’s leading firms over two and
a half days in August. The event was held as a Tennessee Economic Partnership (TEP)
Red Carpet Tour and included six guests from the Tennessee Department of Economic
and Community Development and four representatives from the Tennessee Valley
Authority’s economic development staff.
“We could not have anticipated this inaugural event to be this successful,” said NETWORKS Executive Project Manager Michael Parker, who handled most of the logistical
issues. “We had nearly all of our highest priority consulting firms here and those that
couldn’t make it passed because of scheduling conflicts, yet promised to try to make
next year’s event. Having our economic development partners from the state here was
just as important for us in many ways. Those relationships are vital to our success so showcasing our assets as well as simply getting to know them better can’t be overstated.”
Among the site location firm guests were consultants from Jones Lang LaSalle, CB
Richard Ellis, MOHR Partners, Cresa, Duff & Phelps, Foremost Quality Logistics, MCS
Strategies, Hickey & Associates, and Cushman & Wakefield.
During their visit, the consultants were given a windshield tour of several certified industrial parks and available buildings, had an in-depth tour of the Tri-Cities Regional
Airport and Tri-Cities Aviation Park (which included an impromptu photo session in front
of some NASCAR teams’ planes), toured the Regional Center for Advanced
Manufacturing, met with Northeast State Community College President Dr. Janice
Gilliam, toured Eastman Chemical’s corporate headquarters, fired questions at a
panel of some of the county’s top employers, were given a presentation of the area’s
advanced infrastructure including Bristol’s One Gigabit service by BTES Executive
Director Dr. Michael Browder, toured the Pinnacle retail development anchored by
Bass Pro Shops, visited the East Tennessee Moonshine Distillery, and, finally, received
VIP access to the Irwin Tools Night Race at BMS.
At the race, several elected officials, including Lt. Governor Ron Ramsey and ECD
Commissioner Bill Hagerty, addressed the group regarding the unique business advantages of the county and region.
“The pit passes, the sky deck pass, and hospitality suite were a wonderful way to see
and enjoy this essential American experience,” said Jennifer Fitzgerald of Duff &
Phelps. “However, the highlight was having an opportunity to speak with some of the
people we met throughout our visit, including the director of the impressive airport,
project managers from the Tennessee Department of Economic and Community
Development, local economic development representatives, and most importantly
Lt. Governor Ramsey and Commissioner Hagerty.
“Hearing Tennessee’s leadership say how they are committed to and supportive of
the success of Northeast Tennessee was the last piece of the puzzle I needed to affirm
that this is an area I will suggest my clients consider when making their next site location decision.”
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FIRST TO ENGAGE

EXISTING BUSINESS & INDUSTRY

S

easoned economic developers have long known the importance of a strong existing industry program. About
80 percent of all job growth comes from existing business and industry, but most of the attention and resources
traditionally go to the recruitment of new companies. As it is with most businesses, serving existing customers is
not nearly as expensive as attracting new ones, but it does require attention. Fortunately, NETWORKS and its community partners have a history of giving a great deal of attention to its major primary employers.
“Our community partners have done a great job of providing resources to existing employers, but we believed that
NETWORKS could serve a more meaningful role in coordinating these efforts to avoid duplications,” NETWORKS CEO
Clay Walker said. “By working together, we identified gaps and discovered how we could get more out of our collective resources to serve this all-important group.”

FIRST
NETWORKS and its community partners formalized its existing industry services under the umbrella of the FIRST program. The program is named for the values on which it was built: Focus, Innovation, Results, Synergy, and Together.
Some of the components of the program include:
• Group meetings
• One-on-one interviews
• Wages & Benefits surveys
• Corporate headquarter visits
• A SWOT analysis of major employers to identify risks and
opportunities
• Improved communication (utilizing newsletters, social media, other media)
• Industry appreciation events and programs
• Education and delivery of resources and incentives
“The backbone of the program is hosting regular meetings not only so we and our partners in economic development and workforce development can reach our major employers, but more importantly so that our industry leaders can form their own support systems with each other,” Walker says. “I’ve seen these relationships grow into some
pretty remarkable synergies. And by having everyone together, we can identify common issues that we can help
resolve and essentially provide more meaningful assistance.”
For the sake of convenience, the initial plan was to have meetings among two groups – one on the western and
one on the eastern end of the county. But after meeting in October, industries were unanimous in the desire to move
forward at a countywide level to maximize the networking benefit of the program.
The past year was a good one for several companies across Sullivan County. Many experienced a great deal of
growth, including some significant new investment and workforce expansions. Others brought attention to the region
through their successes. And one literally rose from the ashes, coming out a tragic fire with minimal loss of productivity.

GOESSLING
Goessling, a German-based conveyor systems manufacturer, broke ground on its new facility in the Tri-County
Industrial Park in Piney Flats in August. The company will be able to increase its employment from nine to 25 people
at the 12,000 square foot plant.

HOME SHOPPING NETWORK, INC.
Home Shopping Network, Inc., the multichannel retailer, announced plans to invest some $48 million in a new, automated storage and retrieval system at its Piney Flats distribution center. This
upgraded technology will lead to the hiring of 40 new positions, bringing its employment total to
nearly 400 at the million square foot facility.
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HSN has been in operation in Northeast Tennessee for 10 years, having purchased the former FingerHut facility in
2004. Over the years, the company has continually upgraded the facility, but this latest announcement represents
its single largest investment to date.
“HSN is proud to be part of the Piney Flats community,” said Bob Monti, Executive Vice President of Supply Chains
Operation. Monti worked closely with NETWORKS and the county’s industrial development board in bringing the
investment to Tennessee.

LAMAR ADVERTISING

Lamar Advertising purchased a 2.5 acre tract in Gateway
Commerce Park and began construction on a 15,000 square foot
facility where about 25 people, including five new hires, will be
employed. The company is the nation’s leading out-of-home
advertising company, providing solutions in the form of billboards, digital, transit, and highway logo signs. The new
facility will feature a state-of-the-art showroom and office space as well as a distribution center.
Founded in 1902, Baton Rouge, Louisiana-based Lamar has a broad corporate reach with more than 200 locations
across the US, Canada, and Puerto Rico.

FEDEX GROUND

Memphis-based FedEx, which operates two distribution hubs in Sullivan
County, announced plans to expand its FedEx Ground facility located in
Gateway Commerce Park. Purchasing an additional five acres from NETWORKS Sullivan Partnership, the company will add 40,000 square feet and 60
additional employees to its current staff of 90.
The existing 88,000 square foot facility represents the first company to locate in the park when
it broke ground in 2007. FedEx Corporation is an American global courier delivery services company headquartered in Memphis.

BRISTOL MOTOR SPEEDWAY

Once again, Bristol Motor Speedway shined the light
on Northeast Tennessee bringing two full weekends
of NASCAR action along with an exciting weekend
for drag racing fans with the Ford NHRA Thunder
Valley Nationals at the Bristol Dragway. While rain
caused several delays during the Food City 500 in
March before Carl Edwards claimed the checkered
flag, the Irwin Tools Night Race in August was at near
capacity and was won by Joey Logano. BMS
received much anticipated and welcomed news
when NASCAR revealed next year’s schedule and
track officials’ hopes were realized as the Food City
500 will be run on April 19, 2015, which should help
avoid the traditionally rainy weather of March.

An independent economic impact study performed this year shows that the facilities
generated a total of more than $415 million throughout the region, with people
attending the race from all 50 states and 24 countries. Track officials estimate the
upcoming “Battle of Bristol” – a football game between Virginia Tech University and
the University of Tennessee in 2016 – will have a direct impact of more than $125 million.

BELL HELICOPTER

Construction continued on Bell Helicopter’s latest expansion, which began in 2012
with the purchase of 41 acres and the 150,000 square foot building adjacent to its
main facilities. That building’s conversion to an assembly plant for a new line of hel7

icopters is nearly complete as are the new helicopter landing pads.
All told, the expansion will represent an $11 million investment in Piney Flats and
enable the company to add 125 jobs, boosting its total employment to about
550 people. The Bell campus is comprised of six buildings that total about 500,000
square feet.

DIVERSIFIED POWER INTERNATIONAL

Completion is nearing on a 20,000 square foot expansion to Diversified Power
International’s facility in the Tri-County Industrial Park, which will nearly double the
company’s footprint. DPI manufactures battery chargers primarily for EZGO golf
carts and other electrical items, including swimming pool chlorination systems.
Over the next couple of years, DPI will invest about $3.5 million and increase its employment count to 160 people.

EASTMAN CHEMICAL CO.

By any measurement means, the November topping ceremony
at Eastman Chemical’s 290,000 square foot corporate business
center, the centerpiece to the company’s Project Inspire expansion, has to be considered one of the top economic development highlights in the state of Tennessee. The ceremony marked
a pivotal point in the construction of one of the largest investments in the state’s history. Project Inspire will represent a $1.6 billion investment and the creation of some 300 new positions within the Kingsport headquartered company.
The company is making it a point to utilize local and regional
contractors and materials, including materials that have
Eastman products within them. The building will also be LEED
certified, although at what level is yet to be determined.

The area’s largest employer also made national and international news on many other fronts in 2014:
• Eastman announced in September that it had acquired Pennsylvania-based Taminco Corp., strengthening its
presence in agriculture and related markets, adding a new technology to its platform, and creating beneficial
synergies in operating costs and revenue
• In July, Eastman and Helian Polymers announced it would soon introduce a new, low odor, styrene free 3D
printing solution
• A collaborative rating system by 24/7 Wall St. and Glassdoor.com, emphasizing employee surveys, ranked
Eastman as the third best company for which to work, behind LinkedIn and Facebook, ahead of Insight Global,
Bain & Company, Riverbed, Google, and Southwest Airlines
• Eastman was also listed as one of the World’s most ethical companies by the Ethisphere Institute
• The EPA honored Eastman as its 2014 Energy Star Partner of the Year
• In March, the chemical giant passed Mattel, becoming the 314th largest company, according to NASDAQ.com
• Trade & Industry magazine recognized Project Inspire as the largest corporate investment of the year

COLDSTAR INTERNATIONAL

From a tragic event a unique retention success arose following a January fire at Coldstar International. The company’s 20,000 square foot building in the Tri-County Industrial Park was a total loss. Within 10 days, the Sullivan County
Industrial Development Board had approved assistance into a temporary new location that was found with the assistance of NETWORKS Economic Development Director Jack Lawson. The company was able to find another building
within the park and hopes to retain its 20 employees.
“The thing about economic development is you never know what your day is going to be like,” Lawson said. “We
got word about the fire and within a week we were locating the company temporary space and finding funds to
assist in relocating. Sometimes you can’t solve every problem, but it is important that industries know that their issues
are our issues and we are here to help the best we can.”
(Continued on page 12)
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FIRST TO GROW
RETAIL DEVELOPMENT

2

014 was a remarkable year in retail development across the county. Private
developers, city managers and their staffs, and chambers of commerce partnered to make headlines bringing in millions of dollars in new investment, creating hundreds of retail and service industry jobs, and enhancing the quality of life
across the region.
In Bristol, the Pinnacle Development at Interstate 81’s Exit 74 saw tremendous
progress, highlighted by the grand opening of Bass Pro Shops in August. That anchor
announcement of 2013 spearheaded the development and by mid-2014 several household brand retailers had
announced or were under construction: Belk Department Store, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Bed Bath & Beyond, Pier 1,
Marshall’s, Boot Barn, Versona, Michael’s, Shoe Carnival, GNC Nutrition and several others. Pinnacle 12 Cinema by
Marquee, a 54,000 square foot theater with luxury stadium seating, is also under construction.
“We are excited to announce that these new businesses have decided to join Bass Pro Shops and Belk and The
Pinnacle,” said Steve Johnson, president of Bristol-based Johnson Commercial Development. “This is just the next
step in demonstrating why this project is recognized on a national scale, as well as why it promises to be the largest
development of its kind in the region.”
Restaurant announcements in Bristol included: Cootie Brown’s, Donut World, East Coast Wings, Johnny Brusco’s,
Chic-Fil-A, Waffle House, and Zaxby’s.
Kingsport saw more than $2 million in new retail development, representing over 43,000 square feet of space, including a great deal of continued growth in the Model City’s downtown. Restaurants dominated the roster, contributing
$3.6 million in new construction. New establishments included: Cook Out, East Coast Wings, Macado’s, Hokie
Smokie, Sleepy Owl Brewery, Two Dad’s Café, and Vito’s Italian Ristorante. Tri-Cities Crossings continued its development in 2014 with more grading work, the installation of a sign, and a new website.
Other downtown projects bringing investment and attention included the Lamplight Theater, the Kingsport Carousel,
TNT Sports, and Brickyard Park.

NEW BUSINESS CONTINUED
(Continued from page 4)

partnership with the Kingsport Economic Development Board, which purchased the facility and offered it to the company in a lease-to-purchase arrangement. TNECD assisted with infrastructure improvements and training.

INTELLIHARTX

Healthcare services company, IntelliHARTx announced in December
that it will bring 100 new jobs to the region within a year of moving into
its downtown Kingsport location. The company, which has a specific
focus on healthcare patient balance accounts, forecast its employment to grow to between 350 and 500 people within four years. Its Leadership Center will be in the First National Bank
building almost immediately. Officials expect the Patient Contact Center on Commerce Street to open in January.
Both buildings are owned by Urban Synergy.
“The educational centers, workforce ethic, community support, adequate employee parking, and developers like
Urban Synergy make downtown Kingsport a perfect location to find employees who share our ITx core values,”
IntelliHARTx President & CEO John Kunysz said.
“This project will be a tremendous boost to the economy of downtown Kingsport and will be felt throughout Sullivan
County and the region,” Lt. Governor Ron Ramsey said. “I think IntelliHARTx will bring a great deal of energy to the
downtown area, which is a very important part of a city’s economic vitality.”
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FIRST TO INVEST
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

S

ullivan County and the cities within continued to invest in key infrastructure projects over the past year. These initiatives are vital to the economic competitiveness of the county as well as in support of NETWORKS’s marketing message of our continued example of proactive, pro-business investment and innovation. From being the first county
in the state to boast of multiple certified sites under the Select Tennessee program to the finest education and training
programs for advanced manufacturing in the state, Sullivan County’s consistently setting the pace in community improvement projects differentiates itself from competing communities.
“By working with our department, Sullivan County can now offer three Select Tennessee Certified Sites as part of its recruitment and expansion efforts,” Tennessee Department of Economic and Community Development Commissioner Bill
Hagerty says. “Tennessee is a stronger competitor because communities like Sullivan County understand what it takes to
win jobs and investment and proactively position themselves to stand out as the clear choice for both incumbent businesses looking to expand and industries searching for new growth opportunities.”
Not all efforts in product or community development are cutting edge, headline making material. But it is all critical work
without which the region could not continue to move forward in its business attraction and retention and expansion efforts.

AVIATION TRAINING INITIATIVE

In June, Northeast State Community College and Bell Helicopter rolled out a collaborative effort to help existing aviation companies and attract new ones through providing a specific aviation-based curriculum. Classes
are to begin on NESCC’s Blountville campus in the spring semester of 2015. The effort intends to help
Bell and other growing companies in the region’s aviation cluster attract local talent rather than
utilizing national staffing groups.
As part of the program, Bell is providing training instructors to develop course content
and ensure the end product is skilled workers with mechanical and electrical skills to
obtain a job in this and other related industry sectors.
“Tennessee has always been known for its music, its beauty, and its craftsmanship,”
Bell general manager Chad Nimrick said. “Now it’ll be known for its craftsmanship in
training world-class aviation professionals.”

TRI-CITIES REGIONAL AIRPORT

Tri-Cities Regional Airport officials announced a
$3.5 to 5 million project this year that will bring the
terminal’s tiered front plaza down to one level. In
addition to a dramatic aesthetic improvement
with added green space and landscaping, the
newly designed parking areas and crosswalks will
eliminate traffic bottlenecks during peak times
and create safer pedestrian travel.
“We want to improve the front door of the region. It will really change the appearance of the front of the airport and have some much needed safety improvements,”
Executive Director Patrick Wilson said of the project which is scheduled to be complete by November 2015.

JACOBS CREEK JOB CORPS

It was just an idea in January, but by the end of the year the result was a visibly
improved tract of some 15 acres at the entrance of Partnership Park II in Bristol. NETWORKS entered into an agreement with Jacobs Creek Job Corps and engaged
partners at the City of Bristol, TVA, and the Northeast Tennessee Valley Regional
Industrial Development Association (NETVRIDA) for assistance. Soon, heavy earth
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moving equipment and Corps students were working on the site, gaining valuable real-life experience while making
the property more marketable to industrial clients.
Job Corps is a no-cost education career technical training program administered by the US Department of Labor
that helps people ages 16-24 improve the quality of their lives through career and technical academic training. The
Jacobs Creek Job Corps program’s mission is to provide eligible young people the skills they need to become
employable and placing them in meaningful jobs or further education.
“This is a perfect training match for our students,” Alan Moore, Job Corps Works Program Officer, said. “This is an
invaluable opportunity for our Heavy Equipment Operators vocational trade; it gives our students all the competences needed to go out and become working class citizens.”

INDUSTRIAL PARK SIGNAGE

People in the sign business have said that a business with no sign is a sign of no business. This can be especially true
in industrial parks. Over the past year, NETWORKS and its partners have upgraded and updated signage in the three
parks it owns and manages.
In Partnership Park II in Bristol, the park entrance’s main sign was completed and installed as was a tenant sign at
the front of the park. Costs for the projects were made easier by grants through TVA and a generous contribution of
materials from General Shale. NETWORKS also assisted park tenant Bristol Metals, LLC with a new sign that will be
completed in early 2015 and consistent with other signage throughout the park.
Battered, outdated billboard-style signage was replaced in Partnership Park I near Tri-Cities Regional Airport and in
Gateway Commerce Park (Partnership Park III) in Kingsport. Plans are being considered for a permanent entrance
sign for Gateway Commerce Park and a billboard style sign for Partnership Park II.
NETWORKS also worked with Sullivan County to purchase and install a crossing sign in Tri-County Industrial Park. The
sign on Industrial Park Road was put in as a safety measure, primarily due to Bell Helicopter’s campus being on both
sides of the road.

BRISTOL FEASIBILITY STUDIES

The City of Bristol Industrial Development Board was aggressively looking for ways to spur its growth. Two initiatives
the board took on this year were commissioning a Small Business Incubator Feasibility Study and partnering with
Bristol Motor Speedway to commission a Hotel and Convention Center Feasibility Study.
“The City of Bristol is having feasibility studies completed for both an incubator and hotel/convention center,” said
Shari Brown, Economic and Community Development Director. “In doing so, we’ve chosen to be proactive and gain
the knowledge we need to make informed and wise decisions about projects.”
By year’s end, Greenwood Consulting Group out of Sanibel Island, Florida, was finishing an in-depth report on the
feasibility of a small business incubator and members of a Hotel and Convention Center committee were considering proposals from four firms for that study.

SUPPLY CHAIN STUDY

Hickory Ground Solutions and Supply Chain Management completed a regional Supply Chain Study through a contract with the Small Business Administration. NETWORKS served as the effort’s economic development point of contact/sponsor. The research began in late January and was completed in the spring, culminating with a briefing at
Meadowview Convention Center that included state, regional, and local economic developers as well as many
regional industries.
“NETWORKS was absolutely crucial in our efforts to create and assemble a report that would provide a real and measurable benefit to the communities in the region, as well as its employers,” said David Dixon of Hickory Ground Solutions.
“Their hard work, continued support, and unwavering professionalism made this process easy and painless.”
Among the findings of the report was a need for more warehousing and distribution space for many of the region’s
top employers. To that end, NETWORKS is working with the firms that stated such a need at identifying ideal locations
within the county for a logistics hub as well as obtaining commitments for short and long-term leases. Once this
phase is complete, if warranted, NETWORKS will solicit proposals from contractors and private developers to establish a distribution and logistics hub.
(Continued on page 12)
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EXISTING BUSINESS & INDUSTRY
(Continued from page 8)

TELEPERFORMANCE/US SOLUTIONS

US Solutions, a Teleperformance company, enjoyed another year of substantial growth. The call center support
company added 150 employees over the past 12 months. The company invested $280,000 on the expansion.
“Teleperformance is thrilled to be one of the larger employees in the Bristol, TN area. Since our move from the Virginia
side, we have doubled in size and added 150 new seats to our facility on State Street,” Sean Cook, Director of
Operations, said. “We have hired over 600 employees to handle the growth of our existing clients and the addition
of two new clients in our location. The City of Bristol, Sullivan County, the State of Tennessee, and the Bristol Chamber
of Commerce have assisted us in increasing our candidate pool along with providing us with the resources to ensure
sustained growth in our site for the foreseeable future.”
Teleperformance is a global leader in worldwide multichannel customer experience, providing superior customer
care services for leading companies since 1978.

EAST TENNESSEE DISTILLERY

One of Northeast Tennessee’s most interesting industries and a growing tourist attraction, the East Tennessee Distillery
continued to grow as it works towards its goal of national distributorship. The Piney Flats company has launched
more than a dozen flavors under its Robertson’s Mellomoon brand.
One of the more popular flavors, Caramel Shine, claimed Best of Show honors at the 2014 World Beverage
Competition in Geneva, Switzerland.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
(Continued from page 11)

FOREIGN TRADE ZONE

Foreign Trade Zone 204 has long been a differentiating advantage Sullivan County and Northeast Tennessee has
held over many competing locations. However, it has traditionally been underutilized and under-promoted by the
economic development community. This year, NETWORKS and Trade Development Specialist Mark Canty, who oversees FTZ 204, made strides in turning that around.
“Mark has done a tremendous job for the clients with whom he’s worked,” Walker said. “But our organizations and
others like it haven’t steered our share of clients to him, nor have we promoted it when marketing and recruiting in
my view. We are definitely changing that.”
NETWORKS seldom sends out any marketing material that does not mention the FTZ. Canty is also a partner in the
FIRST program, designed to make resources such as the Foreign Trade Zone more known and available to existing
industries.
In June, the FTZ Board updated its zone schedules and rates, keeping the rates well below typical fees with the highest annual user fee to be $6,500. Additionally, the FTZ 204 grantee and NETWORKS will provide interested companies
with a pro forma at no charge so that they can determine if the benefits of participation would be meaningful.
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